UK Offices

Life beyond
London?
Investment
ideas

London has, since
the global financial
crisis, re-asserted itself
as one of the world’s leading
destinations for global real estate
investment. As the capital’s economy has
grown, investors have been richly rewarded.

• Big Six: buy or build high
quality offices in the CBD; active
management opportunities
• Mid Six: select cities and assets carefully;
target the very best buildings in the most dynamic
centres, or seek secure, long-term income streams

Now, some international money is starting to target
other UK cities in search of higher returns. Why is this, and
what can investors venturing outside the capital expect?

• London: target evolving sub markets,
where growth potential is strongest

As the UK’s economic recovery spreads across the country, the
demand for quality office accommodation is increasing and
rents are starting to rise. The big question is whether these
smaller cities have sufficiently large and diverse economies to
produce sustainable growth, to attract and retain significant
occupiers, and to present an attractive long-term investment
proposition?
The answer, in our view, is a selective “yes”, particularly for
those investors who value income as a long-term driver of
returns. To identify the best opportunities, we explore the
“vital signs” of the UK’s cities, assessing the outlook for the
office market in each.
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London, with a population equal to the next 12 biggest cities combined and
127m sq ft of stock, is clearly the UK’s dominant office centre. It has world-class
business clusters across the spectrum, from finance and insurance to science
and technology. As a result, some occupiers and investors would be forgiven
for thinking that London is where the UK economy starts and ends. But, with
four-fifths of economic activity taking place outside of Greater London, there is
clearly life beyond.

in population order

London
Population
size

The so-called Big Six cities are the first rung of regional office markets, identified
by their large populations, sizeable stock and regional dominance. Together, they
account for 30% of total investment into UK offices and 26% of international
flows into the sector.

Cost
competitive

The Mid Six are the next tier down and, to-date, have seen only minimal
international interest. The investment opportunity is clearly smaller in terms of
investable stock, particularly of sufficient scale and quality to attract institutional
capital. With local knowledge, however, attractive assets can be found – often
at attractive yields – and innovative, resilient business clusters can provide the
basis for a successful investment strategy.
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One of a handful of global cities,
with leading agglomerations
across many industries.
*M&G Real Estate measure of economic
vitality and future occupier demand,
based on eight thematic factors as
shown in the spider diagram above.
Orange line on chart represents
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Brexit impact
The imminent referendum on the UK’s membership of the EU is affecting real
estate investment. A vote to leave may have the greatest impact on the City of
London office market, certainly in the short term, given the significant presence
of European and global banks.

Manchester

However, we believe the UK’s regional cities would be less impacted and
importantly their relative merits will not materially change.
There remains a shortage of good quality, modern office accommodation in
key UK cities, thus presenting a clear investment opportunity. With current
opinion polls suggesting a close outcome and the vote nearly upon us, we believe
investors should look beneath the current political headlines and assess the
fundamentals which should drive long term real estate performance.
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Assessing demand:
economic vitality scores

Best
university
Innovation

Population: 1,220,000

To help assess the prospects for future property returns in each of the 13 cities, we
have identified (and measured) eight thematic factors which are shaping urban
economies and will influence occupier demand. These are demographics (population
size and growth), connectivity, quality of workforce, global university rankings,
innovation, cost competitiveness, and high/low growth sector concentration.
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Vitality score: 0.72
The epicentre of the industrial
revolution across many industries.
The de-facto capital of the
Northern Powerhouse.

Birmingham

Demographics
Population growth is a key driver of real estate demand

Population
size

	London’s population expanded by 1 million people since 2005, but
Manchester saw the fastest growth rate

Cost
competitive

Population
growth

Future population growth expectations broadly reflect current trends
Population size is a key driver of demand for office space, but population growth
prospects are perhaps yet more important. Although there are exceptions, those
cities that have expanded most rapidly in the recent past are forecast to be the
fastest growing over the coming years.
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Percentages, however, do not tell the whole story. Although London grew at
a slightly slower rate than Manchester over the last ten years, it added over
1 million new residents, compared with 64,000 in Manchester. While such
sizeable expansion in the capital (which is expected to continue over the coming
decade) is good news for occupier demand, it also puts significant stress on
infrastructure, resources and affordability for both residents and corporates.

Connectivity supports business growth

	Physical connectivity attracts workers through improved
work/life balance
Connectivity is a key factor shaping the way real estate is used. More work is
taking place digitally, and outside of the traditional office. As a result, internet
accessibility and the ease with which people can travel around are increasingly
critical to successful businesses.
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Nottingham scores the highest for overall connectivity, according to our research
which aggregates digital links (represented by the speed of internet/availability
of hotspots) and physical ones (the extent of cycle lane provision/proportion of
journeys made by public transport). London and the Big Six typically also do well.
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Human capital and innovation
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	Skilled workforces are a key attraction for occupiers
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All 13 cities have world-class research universities
Strong link between universities and level of innovation
As lower skilled work has moved to lower cost economies in Eastern Europe
and Asia, the UK economy is increasingly reliant on high skilled occupations in
sectors such as professional services (law, accounting, architecture) and ICT
(computer programming, app design). Cities with a relative abundance of
graduates are therefore becoming more attractive to companies looking for
new office space.
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Given London’s size and demographic strength, it is unsurprising that it has the
largest number of graduates (2.8 million).
Notably, though, all the 13 cities studied have sizeable graduate populations –
and quality ones at that. All feature at least one university in the global 200,
putting them among the international elite.
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Source: European Patent Office 2012-2015 data, QS.

London

The quality of a city’s human
capital has a direct impact
on office space in two ways.
Firstly, occupiers favour cities
with large talent pools. This
has been illustrated by office
relocations
from
London
favouring the larger cities of
Birmingham and Manchester.
Secondly, an abundance of high
quality graduates is a major
driver of innovation, leading to
the creation of new businesses
and growth of existing ones.
This is supported by the fact
that the highest concentration
of patents for new products
tends to be located around or
near to the top STEM (Science,
Technology,
Engineering,
Mathematics) universities.
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First speculative office scheme in
Leeds for eight years, addressing the
provision of Grade ‘A’ office space in
the region where prime vacancies are
very low at c.2%.
High environmental credentials
across the 220,000 sq ft mixed
use development, including
state‑of-the-art heating, water
and air conditioning systems.
PWC secured as anchor
tenant ahead of
completion.

Whilst the success of the innovators may grab the headlines, directly capturing
this opportunity through real estate can be difficult. Buying property occupied
by start-ups can be risky as they have a high rate of failure. However, investors
can still benefit from the growth story through traditional office stock occupied
by the business and professional services sectors which will be used by the
innovators (such as accountants, lawyers, architects, recruitment, etc).
In terms of patents filed per 10,000 workers, Aberdeen – home to many oil,
gas and renewable energy companies – leads the pack. That said, the benefits
of an innovative workforce are clearly tempered by the city’s over reliance
on a single industry. Bristol, a major player in the UK aerospace and defence
industries, comes second whilst Manchester, which hosts the second largest
tech agglomeration in the UK, rounds out the top three.
It should be noted that although London files for five times the number of
patents as the next closest city, the sheer scale of its population means it is
proportionally less innovative than some of the others.
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Population: 600,000

Cost competitiveness

Vitality score: 0.45
Third oldest metro system in
the world.

	For workers and businesses, regional cities have significant cost
advantages over central London

Strong arts and design.

Re-location can save over £20,000 per employee per annum
	Nottingham offers the biggest savings on both labour and space
An employers’ costs can be broken down crudely into salary and property
expenses. Over recent years, employing someone based in London has become
increasingly expensive and some occupiers have begun to question the logic of
locating certain functions in the capital.
Meanwhile, the rising cost of living (particularly housing) in London and the South
East is making the regions ever more attractive to workers who are increasingly
prepared to relocate away from the capital for perceived quality of life benefits.
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Sector
focus

A move to the regions therefore has appeal for both employers and employees.
HSBC and Deutsche Bank have increased their presence in Birmingham,
for example, while law firm Freshfields and telecoms group TalkTalk have
opened offices in Manchester. These cities offer significant combined expense
reductions per employee (wages and office space) of an average of £19,000
per annum. Even bigger savings in excess of £20,000 can be found in the
in the Mid Six (led by Nottingham), but so far most occupiers have been wary
of looking further afield. In time this may change if it can be proven they can
secure the right staff.
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Iron and steel production.
Home to the Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre.
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Sector concentrations
	London and the Big Six are focussed on faster growing sectors
(professional, business and financial services)
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	Mid Six markets tend to be dominated by public administration
Over the next five years, office-based employment growth nationally is expected
to mainly come from the professional, business and financial services sectors.
Given public sector spending restraint, this sector in contrast will continue to lag.
Therefore, markets which have the highest net proportion of faster growing
private sector employment – such as Manchester – are likely see more occupier
demand than those dominated by the public sector.
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Positive bars reflect higher concentrations of higher growth private sector employment. Negative bars reflect higher
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On this metric, the medium-sized cities are clearly weakened by their public
sector dependence. The main exception to this is Aberdeen, which has a large
concentration of professionals in industries related to the energy sector (which
admittedly brings its own challenges).

Taking the eight vitality metrics together and aggregating the
scores gives us a good snapshot of the cities’ relative occupier
demand outlooks.
Economic vitality
(composite scores – max. = 1)
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Possible scores range from 0 to 1. Weightings as follows: population=20%, population growth=15%, workforce with
degree=15%, top university=10%, low growth (LQ)=5%, high growth (LQ)=5%, innovation=10%, connectivity=20%.

The results reinforce London’s dominant position in the UK economy (with the
capital ranking first in all the categories except innovation and, of course, cost
competitiveness). However they also illustrate the extent to which regional cities
have the potential to expand, driving occupational demand and opportunities
for investors.
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Quartermile Three and Four
Estimated gross development
value (GDV): £97m
Landmark site in Edinburgh city centre
which will provide 200,000 sq ft
Grade ‘A’ office space for over
2,000 people.
Believed to be one of the largest
speculative office funding deals
ever in Scotland.
Quartermile Four was fully
leased ahead of practical
completion.

Liverpool

Regionally, Manchester is undoubtedly the strongest across the eight metrics
and is worthy of being the UK’s second city. This informal position will only
become more entrenched as government initiatives to get the North to work
better together in the “Northern Powerhouse” are implemented. For example,
in the recent Budget not only did the Chancellor announce the devolution
of further powers to Manchester, for criminal justice, but also the allocation
of funds for HS3 and the upgrading of the M62. Birmingham, meanwhile, is
expected to benefit from its relative proximity to London, as the capital grows
and certain occupiers move more cost conscious functions elsewhere.
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focus

Population: 470,000

In the years following the credit crunch banks prioritised dealing with existing
loan books and recapitalising ahead of making new loans, particularly for
development. As a result much of the UK is now experiencing a distinct shortage
of new Grade A space.
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The regionally dominant cities of Bristol and Edinburgh also score well across
the board. However, Nottingham and Sheffield, both in the Mid Six, rank
higher in terms of economic vitality than Leeds and Glasgow, suggesting some
second tier regional economies can be as dynamic as their larger neighbours.
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Source: PMA.

The City of London is a notable exception, with completion levels over the
coming 2-3 years forecast to be similar to the early 1990s as developers respond
to rapidly rising rents. Aberdeen and Manchester also have serious supply on
the way. Aberdeen’s development spike was initiated at a time when the oil
industry was growing rapidly, and the market now looks vulnerable to a supply
overhang. Meanwhile, the picture in Manchester is more positive with developers
responding to increasing demand across a range of office-based sectors.
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Regions lead on rental outlook
London has already enjoyed strong rental growth thanks to an earlier economic
recovery. Although we expect this to continue in the immediate future, the
velocity is likely to slow as new developments come online.
Regional cities are generally less far along in both the economic and rental
growth cycles. Therefore, over the next five years, we expect regional rent rises
to outpace those of central London as completions remain relatively subdued
and occupier markets continue to improve. In particular, we think the gathering
momentum of London-based occupiers opening back offices in strong regional
cities will continue as the cost advantages become increasingly apparent.
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Population: 440,000
Vitality score: 0.60
Long tradition of engineering
excellence.
UK’s largest aerospace and
defence agglomeration.
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Investment and pricing:
size matters

Population: 350,000
Vitality score: 0.41

As with the rent and development cycles, London has to-date seen the bulk
of activity in terms of investment flows. This not only reflects investors buying
into the recovery story but also the capital’s enormous appeal to international
capital due to its liquidity, transparency, familiarity and the abundance of large
assets suitable for major institutions.

Welsh administrative capital.
Former coal and steel centre, now
thriving as a major services hub.
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More recently, as yields in the capital have compressed, investors have started
looking for value in the regions. They have, however, clearly made a distinction
between Big Six and Mid Six markets. The cities with larger economies and lot
sizes, such as Birmingham and Manchester, have been favoured. Although
that has pushed up prices, yields in the Big Six remain above cyclical lows and
therefore continue to offer an attractive spread to central London pricing.
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On paper, yields in the Mid Six are more attractive still, but we think some of the
premium is justified by the additional risk associated with the thinner occupier
bases and greater reliance on the public sector. International capital has so far
largely been absent from these smaller cities, which reflects the lack of appeal of
the smaller average lot sizes. Liquidity may also be questionable.
For the more adventurous investor, there are clearly good opportunities to be
found in the Mid Six, which amply reward any risks with the potential for higher
income returns. But we would advise a cautious and selective approach.
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Investment conclusions
Although regional growth is improving, London’s economy remains the most
vibrant job-making machine. Its office investment market is also the most liquid,
to a large extent because of international investment. These factors have pushed
prime yields to record lows in an environment of slowing rental growth. A shrewd
approach can still yield decent performance, for example through targeting
sub-markets outside the traditional prime locations (such as City fringes), which
show the greatest potential for income growth.
The Big Six have also seen notable yield compression, amounting to some
100 bps since we first recommended these markets two years ago. However,
strong economic fundamentals and the low availability of prime stock continue
to create attractive opportunities, including in development. Similarly, taking
on additional risk through repositioning secondary stock in core locations and
Grade A stock in slightly compromised locations can provide enhanced returns.
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Innovation

Population: 290,000
Vitality score: 0.28
Traditional heavy industry.
UK’s largest dependence on
public sector employment.

The Mid Six cities sit further up the risk curve, and are therefore likely to tempt
only the more adventurous investors (with appetite from international capital
in particular likely to remain low). This in turn may keep prime yields relatively
elevated. That said, there is a compelling argument for investing in carefully
selected prime stock in core locations in cities with strong demand drivers.
Nottingham and Sheffield score particularly well in this respect, and both are yet
to see a significant development uptick.
Overall, our research does show there to be life beyond London, although the
heartbeat of some cities is clearly stronger than others, which stresses the
importance of local expertise to locate the best opportunities for each investor’s
risk, return and liquidity requirements.
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Best
university
Innovation

Population: 230,000
Vitality score: 0.34
European capital of energy
(oil, gas and renewables).
Small but very well educated
workforce.
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